Seeking Her Alpha: Paranormal Werewolf Shifter Romance

Michelle Harding never gave much thought
to stories about werewolves and their
destined Mates and she certainly never
thoughts shed find one of her own,
especially not in the snowy forest of
Colorado. And then she met James. Wild
and passionate, James floods Michelle with
a torrent of emotion that leaves her hanging
on the precipice of control as they tumble
into a night of passion that shatters
Michelles beliefs. All Michelle wants to
do is embrace the wild wolf who
effortlessly waltzed into her life and stole
her heart, but her own pack--a group of
savage wolves--does not appreciate an
outsider trying to carry away one of their
own. Terrified at the prospect of losing
herself and her mate, Michelle is forced to
run--unsure of where shes going but certain
that if she stops, nothing will ever be the
same again.
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